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This bridge is currently listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
This bridge is listed in the On-System Historic Metal Truss Bridge Task Force Report. Please see the Task 
Force Report for recommended options regarding this bridge.
The Hubbard Creek Bridge consists of a single 150-foot Pratt through truss span and four concrete girder 
approach spans. The bridge crosses Hubbard Creek on Farm-to-Market Road (FM) 601, a 13-mile stretch 
of road linking Ibex with Albany, the county seat. Ibex experienced an oil boom in the 1920s. FM 601 is in 
eastern Shackelford County in North Central Texas, where the rolling prairie region and the Western 
Cross Timbers region meet. 
The bridge uses a riveted Pratt through truss for its main span. Although it does not conform to any 
known Texas Highway Department (THD) standard designs, the span's configuration and scale resemble 
other THD Pratt through truss designs. The concrete approach spans, piers and bents, however, do 
conform to standard designs developed by THD's Bridge Division. In addition, the approach spans 
display THD standard Type D open concrete railing. Truss railing consists of two rows of 5-inch deep 
steel channels attached to steel angle intermediate and end posts. 
In 1928 and 1929, Crouch and Noland built the Hubbard Creek Bridge under contract to the Shackelford 
County Commissioner's Court. In 1948, THD upgraded the road and designated it FM 601. The project 
included the realignment of the original road and the construction of several concrete bridges and 
culverts; the Hubbard Creek Bridge was unaffected. With the designation of the road as part of the state 
highway system, the bridge came under THD ownership. THD has not performed any major repair on 
this bridge. As such, the bridge retains integrity of design, materials and workmanship. Despite the 1948 
improvement, the bridge's surroundings appear relatively unchanged, maintaining integrity of location, 
setting, feeling and association. Although no projects are currently planned for this bridge, its BRINSAP 
sufficiency rating as of August 1995 is 61.9, making the bridge eligible for rehabilitation, but not 
replacement, under the federal Highway Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Program (HBRRP).
The Hubbard Creek Bridge was constructed in 1928 and 1929. As a locally built bridge conforming to 
THD standard designs, it is significant for "demonstrating THD's influence on local bridge practices." In 
addition, the bridge is the only Pratt truss bridge remaining on the Texas state highway system and is 
therefore considered a rare type. As such, the bridge meets National Register Criterion C in the area of 
Engineering at a state level of significance. 
The Hubbard Creek Bridge was built on the Albany-Ibex Road, a local road linking the community of 
Ibex with Albany, the Shackelford County seat and an oil well supply center. In 1921, the Ibex Oil 
Company of Colorado discovered oil in eastern Shackelford County. The world's largest gasoline 
absorption plant at the time was built at Ibex, the boom town that sprang up as a result of the discovery. 
By 1940, the population had decreased to 100, and by 1948, there were just 75 inhabitants, although the 
gasoline plant and gas booster plant remained. 
On November 5, 1928, Shackelford County officials opened bids for the construction of the Hubbard 
Creek Bridge. After reviewing the three bids received, the county awarded the contract to Crouch and 
Noland of Strawn, Texas, who submitted the low bid of $21,590. Construction was completed sometime 
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in 1929. 
The Hubbard Creek Bridge serves as a reminder of THD's role in the development of bridge building 
technology for all classes of roads in Texas. In the first several years after the formation of THD, federal 
aid highway projects were contracted through the county commissioners' court. (The 1921 amendments 
to the Federal Aid Road Act of 1916 disallowed this practice after 1925.) The county engineer, appointed 
by the county commissioners' court with THD's approval, would prepare the plans and specifications in 
accordance with THD regulations. He would proceed with the planning and bidding stages of the project 
under the general supervision of the THD division (now district) engineer, who would periodically 
inspect construction progress. 
As a result of this system, the county engineer became knowledgeable in THD standards and practices. 
County commissioners, who had previously relied on bridge companies for technical advice, could now 
refer to the county engineer when building a local bridge. The strength of this relationship is reflected in 
the use of THD standard designs for the Hubbard Creek Bridge, a structure built on a county road with 
only local funds. THD standards were probably chosen because a sturdy bridge capable of supporting 
heavy oil drilling equipment was required on this road. 
In 1948, THD implemented a project to improve and straighten the Albany-Ibex Road. The project 
included a slight realignment of the original route, as well as grading, structures, base and single asphalt 
surface treatment of the roadway. The new road was designated FM 601 and the bridge came under THD 
ownership. 
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